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EARLY FRIDAY MORNING, the weekend of Thanksgiving, long before
sunrise, I went in and out of sleep having a very detailed series of
dreams, each exposing a different layer of a strategy being set by the
kingdom of darkness that was being orchestrated by a select group of
witches. After almost three hours of waking, hearing, and seeing a plan
being discussed then enacted, I had considered immediately posting the
details on social media, or even on our YouTube Channel, but received
a strong check in my spirit to instead write what I heard and saw in this
V.O.E., as our audience is more mature and would perceive the dream’s
interpretation and take it more seriously.
The dream began in a room with tables, where perhaps ten females,
most appearing between their thirties to fifties, were gathered together
in a called meeting to discuss a new strategy to disrupt churches and
ministries throughout the United States. I discerned that these women
were all noted witches that appeared to be part of a larger movement
of leaders in the realm of darkness that make decisions that would be
passed on to be enacted by small groups of witches throughout states in
the United States.
It was as though I was invisibly present to overhear their entire
strategy. This particular group was concerned about the Gospel making
strong inroads in the western part of the United States. They knew the
American population was basically frustrated and looking for some
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“I discerned that these women were all noted witches
that appeared to be part of a larger movement of leaders
in the realm of darkness that make decisions that would
be passed on to be enacted by small groups of witches
throughout states in the United States.”

hope from a “higher power.” This
group’s plan was to initiate confusion, distractions, and hindrances to
stop the flow of the Gospel through
churches and ministers, who could
impact certain regions. This group
had selected Nevada as a headquarters, as it was a place where much of
the “region” could be accessed from
one center and was located in a strategic region of the nation. It was also
less likely to be detected and exposed
as so many new people were arriving
in the state.
I awoke and began to go in and
out of sleep into another phase of the
plan, almost as though I was watching a movie with parts I, II, III, and so
forth. These women began discussing
how there would be witches posing
as intercessors to infiltrate prayer
meetings in large churches to create
static interference in the spirit realm.
These would include the releasing of
various types of spirits of infirmity
(sickness) and hindering spirits with
the assignments of causing or creating
church division, all to prevent a unified prayer front within the church. It
was a “take-out-a-prayer-soldier-oneat-a-time” strategy. Their hopes were
that people who were great prayer
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warriors would drop out and wane in
interest, thus weakening the ministry.
Once prayer efforts were weakened,
family division, church division, and
ministry staff division would, according to what they believed, begin. Their
greatest fear seemed to be that they
would be exposed, only strengthening and motivating a prayer ministry
and strong intercessors into a battle
mode. What came to my mind was
almost like an anointed Elijah. He
rose up against the 850 false prophets
of Baal on Mount Carmel and calling
fire down.
I then awoke and could sense my
spirit again stirring, until I fell asleep
a third time, and I found myself in
another place. I observed how the
demonic world was activated through
the incantations and counterfeit
fasting these witches conducted on
a consistent basis. These groups, for
three straight years (in October), led
thousands in speaking curses over
President Trump as was reported
in major media sites. This third plot
was the strangest and yet was one of
the most chilling parts that must be
exposed.
This group was so high in their
positions and in their associations
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with leaders and others in the crime
and drug industry that they had
“contacts” throughout the states and
in other states on the East Coast. Their
plot includes uniting with drug dealers and drug lords in an attempt to
plant false information on ministers
in their own community as to some
secret addiction they are battling,
including falsely planting drugs! A set
team would begin rumors and alleged
reports to the press, claiming to have
evidence. I saw and heard the details,
and this is their plan! They believed
that just news reports and rumors
would be believed by weak Christians,
and the self-destruction of a church
and ministry would occur.
Here is perhaps the strangest part
of this satanic operation. There are
many men and women in churches
across America who were once themselves drug pushers and dealers of
various levels. There is a very strong
demonic spirit that is linked to this
lifestyle. Beware, lest the spirit you
once dealt with will return with seven
other spirits more wicked, and you
find yourself being used for evil and
not good.
Here is what I believe the Lord
would have you all to know.

1.

If you are a minister, including a
pastor, evangelist, or a church staff
member, be on guard and stay close to
your trusted staff where no one can make
up or create some false charge against
you. Our properties use numerous indoor
and outdoor cameras, taping all activity, and in my main office, there are four
security points that only me, Pam, and
three men on staff have access to. This
level may not be possible for everyone.
However, in our culture today and with
such satanic strategies, you must organize a hedge of protection.

2.

Be cautious when fellowshipping
or hanging out with people you are
unfamiliar with. When you do not know
a person or a couple very well, be sure if
you are a man that you have at least one
or two men (or trained security persons)
with or near you, or talk where there
is video evidence. Often in our care for
people, we trust to easy and let down our
guard, which can be a fatal mistake.

3.

Be certain that you vet and know
well those placed in positions of
intercession and prayer. Some individuals could become opportunists who are
seeking out a following of their own.
As the leader, stay in charge and let the
sheep know they are to be united around
the vision. Any vision disrupter must be
warned and removed if needed. Intercession is not a game. It is a life-impartingpower source.

4.

There is no need for a curse-free,
blood-washed, sin-free believer to
feel intimidated by people who worship
the false god of this world system and
whose greatest power is intimidation and
fear. The only way, and I repeat, the only
way that the adversary ever gets into a
door is one in which a crack already exists or one in which we open ourselves.
This is one reason why we are to “know
those who labor among us” and to “know
them by their fruit.”

For centuries, scholars have debated the meaning
of Genesis 3:15, the “seed of the serpent.” On this
audio CD, Perry explores what the seed of the
serpent actually is, teaching you the amazing link
between the severed head of Goliath, the giant
from Gath, and the mystery of Golgotha, the hill
where Christ was crucified. This became a “classic”
message as far back as 2006, when it was first
preached in Dalton, GA.
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ORDER ONLINE AT PERRYSTONE.ORG
OR CALL (423) 478.3456
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